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16mm, sil., Kodachrome II master, 687'. Photography by Cecil Stoughton.Source, Paul Fisher, 

White House Item #35 of Box 17.  

Candid photography of a family weekend at Hyannisport and Squaw Island.  

Shot List 

0'-  President John F. Kennedy’s (JFK) helicopter descends to the pad at the Kennedy Sr. 

residence. Accompanying the President are Secy. Paul Fay, Attorney General Robert F. 

Kennedy (RFK), Sargent Shriver, and Pierre Salinger. They are greeted on the lawn by 

wives and children. Mob scene.  

70'-  The President lines up with all the children – his own, and the nieces and nephews, for 

a group picture. There is a close up of an infant, presumably Christopher George 

Kennedy, born to the RFKs in the preceeding month. President Kennedy drives his 

family and the Fays to his residence.  

99'-  The JFK and Fay children play on the lawn with pups. The parents watch at the 

sidelines. There is a lot of John Jr.  

156'- JFK and Fay at the golf course.  

374'- Everyone moves down to the pier to go on the boats.  

387'- The party on the Honey Fitz includes President and Mrs. Jacqueline Kennedy, the Fays, 

the children, and Peter Lawford. Most of the footage here is of Caroline Kennedy, Sally 

Fay and the pups, going all over the boat doing cute things. Not much action with the 

adults, who remain in the aft area. Caroline and Sally play in the wheelhouse and try to 

push a sailor off the bow.  

462'- The party on the Marlin includes the Ambassador (Joseph P. Kennedy Sr.), Mrs. Rose 

Kennedy, RFK and Ethel Kennedy. They come alongside and talk.  

522'- Everyone but Mrs. Kennedy go in for a swim.  

599'- Everyone out for lunch. Children nap while the adults lounge.  

624'- Back on shore. The Kennedys drive off in the golf cart.  

634'- The Kennedys drive in the convertible over to the helipad and lift off for Otis AFB.  

673'- Helicopter lands at Otis. The President and his party move over to AF 1 for the return 

to Washington.  

687'- end action  

 

[“OK” portions were broadcast by WTTG-TV on 11/22/73, “Courtesy of” Cecil 

Stoughton. Restriction lifted per phone call with NLK-Goodrich, 11/26/73. –WMG]  
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